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Mistral introduces Blackfin based Hands-Free Car Kit 
Function rich, customizable “Development/Reference Platform” for the automobile market 

 
Bangalore, India – 26 July 2006: Mistral Software, a premier product-realization Company, 

today announced the availability of a highly versatile Bluetooth based Hands-free Car Kit 

(HFCK) based on Analog Devices Blackfin Car Telematics Platform. Designed for usage in the 

automotive environment, the HFCK is geared to meet the key parameters of wireless telephony 

and driver safety.  

 
Highlights of the Hands-Free Car Kit 
Automotive infotainment is emerging as the next battleground for digital devices in vehicles. 

From Telematics to back seat entertainment systems; the vehicle is fast becoming a mobile 

media centre on wheels capable of managing content and information for entertainment, 

productivity and safety, enhancing the driving experience.  

The introduction of Bluetooth into the automotive environment promises to enable a slew of 

sophisticated automotive applications. Increased penetration of Bluetooth on mobile phones and 

stringent laws banning cell-phone talking while driving has spurred vehicle manufacturers to 

providing hands-free mobile usage features. 

The HFCK development/reference platform is built on Analog Devices Blackfin processor which 

offers a combination of digital signal processing (DSP) and microprocessor functionality, 

suitable for the embedded audio, video and communications requirements found in today's 

automotive applications. 

Designed for usage in the automotive environment the HFCK provides complete hands free 

operation to the user to make/receive calls on GSM Mobile phone, either through wired GSM 

handset, embedded GSM or Bluetooth interface. The device also provides audio streaming over 



Bluetooth to play encoded audio data (MP3, AAC, WMA) coming from source device like 

handheld jukebox.  

The HFCK integrates the latest voice processing algorithms AEC/NR, delivering the highest 

quality speech in noisy automotive environments. Some of the other features of the HFCK 

include: 

• Speech recognition (American English) for command/control 

• Voice Dialing (Digit & Name-Speaker Dependent/Independent)  

• Intuitive Voice Guidance with Text-to-Speech 

• Handset Address book synchronization with Bluetooth handset 

• Automatic creation of voice transcripts (SI) for name dialing from Phone Address book 

• Automatic Call answer after preset number of rings 

• Streaming Audio playback from Bluetooth source device 

• Hardware Volume control 

“The HFCK offers a high performance, low cost solution to vehicle manufacturers, after market 

product companies or anyone building gadgets that require Hands-Free capabilities. The 

design, based on a single Blackfin processor is powerful enough to reduce telematics system 

costs, size and development time by integrating features like Bluetooth, GSM (Voice/SMS), 

ASR/TTS and streaming audio onto a single processing platform.“ said Anees Ahmed, 

President & CEO, Mistral Software. “Mistral has designed multiple variants of the Hands-free 

Car Kit, from a low-cost basic version to advanced hands-free versions bringing in scalability 

into the system. The HFCK is available in various flavors like basic/traditional hands free, Car 

phone, Hands-free with Bluetooth and Advance hands-free with audio streaming over Bluetooth. 

This scalability allows for customisation to a small form factor, low cost design, with the shortest 

time-to-market, ideal as both an OEM and after-market solution.” he added. 

“The HFCK platform designed by Mistral Software is a further example of how the unique 

attributes of the Blackfin processor can converge a diverse set of traditionally separate DSP and 

Microprocessor applications on to a single cost-efficient processor. The scalability of the 

Blackfin family will allow Mistral Software to keep pace with the consumers’ appetite for the 

addition of new features in to the ever expanding landscape of 'Telematics' ", said Mark Gill, 

Director of Automotive DSP Products, Analog Devices. 



Mistral is a member of Analog Devices extensive third party network, offering product design 

and consultancy services on ADI’s digital signal processing platforms -- helping customers 

accelerate their development cycle and reduce time-to-market. Mistral's has a range of 

development platforms/reference designs for car telematics and infotainment built on the 

Balckfin Car Telematics Platform that caters to a host of client requirements and specifications.  

 
For more information visit www.mistralsoftware.com/hfck 
 
About Mistral 

Mistral Software is an ISO 9001:2000 certified and CMMi Level 3 appraised premier product 

Realization Company providing end-to-end services for product design and development in the 

embedded space. Mistral has domain expertise in Embedded Real-Time Applications, 

Communication Protocols, VoIP services, Digital Signal Processing, Board Design and FPGA 

Design. As a single source for both hardware and software engineering expertise, Mistral’s 

expert design and development services have improved the quality and accelerated the time -

to-market for a broad range of embedded systems. Mistral has operations in USA, Japan, 

Germany and India. 
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